In this paper we consider continuous-time diffusion models driven by fractional Brownian Motion (fBM), with observations obtained at discrete-time instances. As a prototypical scenario we will give emphasis on a a stochastic volatility (SV) model allowing for memory in the volatility increments through an fBM specification. Due to the non-Markovianity of the model and the high-dimensionality of the latent volatility path, estimating posterior expectations is a computationally challenging task. We present novel simulation and re-parameterisation framework based on the Davies and Harte method and use it to construct a Markov chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) algorithm that allows for computationally efficient parametric Bayesian inference upon application on such models. The algorithm is based on an advanced version of the so-called Hybrid Monte-Carlo (HMC) that allows for increased efficiency when applied on high-dimensional latent variables relevant to the models of interest in this paper. The inferential methodology is examined and illustrated in the SV models, on simulated data as well as real data from the S&P500/VIX time series. Contrary to a long range dependence attribute of the SV process (Hurst parameter H > 1/2) many times assumed in the literature, the posterior distribution favours H < 1/2 that points towards medium range dependence.
Introduction
The presence of memory in stochastic processes is becoming increasingly important in various scientific fields including the analysis of financial and econometric time series. A natural continuous-time modeling framework for processes with memory is offered by using fractional Brownian motion (fBm) as the driving noise in the model specification. This is a zero mean scalar Gaussian process, denoted as B H = {B H t ; t ≥ 0}, that is completely specified by it's covariance function:
and is parametrised by the Hurst index H ∈ (0, 1) governing the memory properties of its increments. For H = 1/2 we obtain the standard Brownian motion (BM) with independent increments, whereas for H > 1/2 we obtain smoother paths, yet of infinite variation, with positively autocorrelated increments that exhibit long range dependence in the sense that their autocorrelations are not absolutely summable. For H < 1/2 we obtain rough paths with negatively autocorrelated increments that exhibit medium range dependence. In other words, the autocorrelation of the increments may be summable for the case of H < 1/2 but it decays at a much slower rate than exponential which corresponds to a typical short range dependence process.
In this paper we target models where the underlying stochastic process is driven by an fBM and is observed in partial manner. One such example is the volatility of financial time series which is usually observed through the corresponding asset prices. For illustration purposes, we work with this example closely, noting however that the developed framework is applicable for more general classes of partially observed diffusion processes driven by fBM.
The adoption of models with memory for the volatility originates from empirical evidence; see for example [13, 24] . The autocorrelation function of squared returns is often observed to be slowly decaying towards zero, clewrly not in an exponential manner that would suggest short range dependence models, nor implying a unit root that would point to integrated processes. In discrete-time an alternative is the long memory stochastic volatility (SV) model introduced by [19, 20] , where the log-volatility is a fractional ARIMA process. In continuoustime, the authors of [11] (see [10] for an alternative specification) introduced a fractional SV model that falls within the family of models we examine closely in this paper:
(1)
In the model above S t and X t represent the observed asset price and underlying volatility processes respectively and W H t is a noise process specified below. The definition involves also a length > 0 for the time-period under consideration and the functions σ S : R → R, b X : R × R p → R and σ : R × R p → R that are assumed to be known up to the parameters µ ∈ R and ζ ∈ R p , p ≥ 1. For example in [11] the log-volatility is set as a fractional OU process. The increments of the process X t inherit the properties of fBM and are also characterised by the parameter H. In contrast with previous literature that restricts attention to models with long range dependence, we are going to consider the extended model that also allows for H < 1/2. In fact, one of the interesting results in the application of this paper is the evidence pointing towards medium range dependence in the volatility of the S&P500 index. We will also explore other empirical features related to this model, as suggested by the data, targeting estimation of the real world measure. Along these lines we are going to allow for correlation between the increments of B H t and W H t by defining:
with W t being a standard Brownian motion and a parameter ρ ∈ (−1, 1). We note however that such a formulation would require extra care if it was to be applied for pricing purposes, to preclude arbitrage opportunities typically associated with fBm; see for example [6] . A simple way to ensure that, is by considering cases where the volatility is an autonomous process, e.g. by setting ρ = 0, although this may not be supported by empirical evidence; our analysis on the S&P500 data points towards negative values in a similar manner as with diffusion driven SV models. Nevertheless, the presence of arbitrage for the general case ρ = 0 has yet to be fully investigated (to the best of our knowledge). Despite the fact that the model is formulated in continuous time, the priceprocess S t can only be observed at a finite collection of time instances, 0 < t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t n , for some n ≥ 1. Denote the log prices by:
from which we aim in drawing inference for the vector of all parameters involved in our general model specification in (1)- (3), θ = (µ, ρ, ζ, H) ⊂ R q , such that q = p + 3. While there exist various methods for parameter estimation in cases with direct and ideally high frequency observations on the fBM driven SDE (see for example [26] ), the available options are limited in the partial observation setting considered here. In [11, 10] the estimation procedure extracts information on the spot volatility based on the quadratic variation of the price process which is then used to estimate θ. [28] utilises an Euler scheme-type transformation to link the squared increments of observed price process with the volatility, and constructs a wavelet based estimator of H. A common feature of these approaches, as well as with other related ones ( [17] ), is that the estimation performance depends on the observation frequency. In this paper we develop a general inferential framework based on data augmentation that can be applied to low frequency data as well. A first challenge for the statistical inference procedure corresponding to the model in (1)-(3) lies with the unavailability of a closed-form expression for the likelihood function:
We therefore consider a time discretised version of the infinite-dimensional path X, constructed on a regular time grid, denoting by N ≥ 1 its finite dimension. Note that conditionally on a partition of the latent SV process X, the density of Y w.r.t. Lebesque measure, p(Y |X, θ) under the fractional SV model in (1)- (3), may be well approximated given a large enough N and, e.g., an Euler-type scheme.
The methodology in [8, 9] partly operates in this setting for a fixed θ but also relies on calibration against observed option prices. A grid of H values are considered for each of which: (i) the remaining parameters are estimated by historical data, (ii) model option prices are computed via a particle filter on the discretised version of X and a multinomial recombining tree algorithm, and (iii) calibration is used to obtain H.
We take a different approach aiming in full Bayesian inference via a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm on the X, θ space to obtain samples from the joint posterior distribution
given a prior p(θ). If samples from the joint posterior are available, denoted say as {X (i) , θ (i) } i≥1 , then variables {θ (i) } i≥1 are sampled from the marginal posterior p(θ | Y ). Note also that it is essential to construct an MCMC algorithm whose performance does not deteriorate as N gets large, thus giving the opportunity to the user to choose N large enough so that the corresponding approximate posterior is close to the theoretical one, p(θ|Y ). For the standard SV model driven by BM (i.e. H = 1/2), such MCMC algorithms are now available (see e.g. [27, 18, 22] and the references therein).
However, major algorithmic design challenges arise when H = 1/2. First, the costs for naive evaluations of the likelihood are now of O(N 3 ), as opposed to O(N ) for the H = 1/2 case, thus prohibiting large values of N that are vital for accurate likelihood evaluations. Second, H and ζ can be fully identified by a continuous path of the process X; see e.g. [26] . That is, the joint distribution of {X, H} is degenerate with p(H|X) being a Dirac measure. Thus, to avoid slow mixing issues the algorithmic design will have to decouple this dependence between X, H. In the H = 1/2 this issue can be tackled by suitable reparametrisation ( [27, 18, 22 ]) or even a particle MCMC algorithm ( [2] ), but none of these options are available for the case of H = 1/2. Third, the MCMC algorithms for diffusion models make intrinsic use of the Markovian structure of X, exploiting the fact that conditionally on Y, θ, the SV-path can be split into small 'blocks' of time periods with updates on each block involving only computations over it's associated (small) time period. A critical difference for H = 1/2 is that the latent process X is not Markovian any more. Thus, a similar block construction as the above will now be much more expensive: updating a small-size block will now require calculations over the latent path X for the complete time period [0, ] under consideration. Therefore, a potentially efficient algorithm should aim at updating as large blocks as possible during its execution. In this paper we address all these issues and offer a general and efficient MCMC algorithm to facilitate Bayesian inference on such models. The first and the second issue are tackled via a novel reparameterisation utilising the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) via a Davies and Harte construction. For the third issue we resort to a Hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm ( [16, 3, 4] ) and in particular develop an advanced version of it that it particularly appropriate when N is big.
The algorithm presented in this paper will have the following characteristics:
a) It's computational cost per MCMC step will be O(N log N ) -so not much greater than the O(N )-costs for the simpler Markovian case H = 1/2.
b) It's mixing time will be O(1) w.r.t. to the number of imputed points N ; that is, reducing the discretisation error will not worsen the convergence properties of the MCMC algorithm; this will be due to the fact that the algorithm will be well-defined in theory even when considering the complete infinite-dimensional latent path X = {X t ; t ∈ [0, ]}.
c) It will decouple the full dependence between X and H.
d) It will be based on an advanced version of Hybrid Monte-Carlo (HMC), thus will employ Hamiltonian dynamics to allow for making big steps in the state space, while treating big blocks of X; in fact in the example applications the whole of the X-path on [0, ] as well as the parameter vector θ will be updated simultaneously.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the adopted reparametrisation, based on the Davies and Harte method for the construction of an fBM, that allows decoupling of X and H while offering simulation of the paths and evalualtion of the likelihood with O(N log N ) computations. The target posterior is re-written accordingly for the MCMC algorithm. Section 3 presents the MCMC method, driven by Hamiltonian dynamics, that will allow for mesh-free (i.e. not deteriorating with increasing N ) rapid mixing of the MCMC method. Section 4 shows the details for the application of the algorithm on the SV model and presents numerical experiments as well as an illustration of the methodology to data S&P500/VIX indices. Finally, Section 5 concludes and discusses further directions.
Davies and Harte Sampling and Reparameterisation
As already mentioned, in practice our MCMC algorithm will consider the driving noise B H on a user-selected regular grid of N points of mesh-size δ = /N .
fBM Sampling
We will show below the Davies and Harte method for constructing {B H t ; t ∈ [0, N ]} on the grid {1, 2 . . . N }. Due to the self-similarity of fBM, we can then obtain fBM on {δ, 2δ, . . . , N δ} by multiplying the originally sampled N -dimensional vector with δ H . We define the following increments on the grid times 0, 1, . . . , N :
and the N -dimensional fractional Gaussian noise (abbreviated to fGn) vector G:
Crucially, for the Davies and Harte methodology fGn is stationary, since for indices
For details on the Davies and Harte method for sampling G N , see e.g. [30] . The method describes the simulation G N via the use of 2N iid samples from standard normal distribution N (0, 1). In brief, the algorithm builds up as follows. We consider the Toeplitz covariance matrix of G N :
and the matrix:
The covariance matrix Γ is embedded within the following circular matrix:
that is, bringing the last element of a row of C at the beginning of that row will give the immediately next row (below, we count the rows and columns of C and other involved matrices from 0 to 2N − 1 as this simplifies the expressions). Due to the circular property, C allows for a relatively simple and fast eigen-expansion using FFT. In particular, we can write the decomposition:
where i 2 = −1, P is the unitary (2N ) × (2N )-matrix with constituent elements:
and P = (p kl ) is it's complex transpose. The diagonal matrix:
is constructed via the eigenvalues:
where c 0,j denotes the corresponding elements from the 0-row of matrix C. Using FFT, the matrix Λ H can be obtained from the c 0,j 's with O(N log N ) calculations. One can now easily obtain the square-root matrix:
So, the sampling algorithm involves simulating Z 0 ∼ N (0, I 2N ) and retrieving the first N elements of
where the two calculations that involve multiplications with P or P * can also be carried out with O(N log N ) costs using FFT. As noted in [30] , a simple way to avoid the O(N log N ) calculations of P Z is to simulate the distribution of W = P Z 0 as follows:
• Simulate independently V, V ∼ N (0, I N −1 ).
•
Thus, to perform the sampling task, one equivalently needs to return: I 2N ) and the matrix:
for the N × N sub-matrices:
, where diag inv denotes a matrix with non-zero entries in the inverse diagonal.
The complete algorithm for generating G N is shown in Table 1 .
Simulation of G N :
(iii) Return the first N elements of Z . 
Reparameterisation
The algorithm in Table 1 gives rise to a linear mapping, say F H , for generating
Thus, the latent variable principle described in the Introduction of Section 1 will be implemented using the iid Gaussian vector Z (which is a-priori independent from H) rather than the SV-path X. Indeed, we will work with the joint posterior distribution of (Z, θ), possessing a density w.r.t. ⊗ 2N i=1 N (0, 1) × Leb q , i.e. the product of 2N standard Gaussian laws, times the q-dimensional Lebesque measure. That is, we have that the posterior distribution Π N for (Z, θ) is specified as follows:
Subscript N in the probability distribution or density expressions in (9) and in the sequel emphasizes the finite-dimensional approximations due to using an Ndimensional proxy for the theoretical infinite dimensional SV path X. We follow an Euler scheme to give rise to this approximation as shown in the analytical expressions below and in the Appendix. We are interested in the expression of the likelihood p N (Y | Z, θ) in the context of the SV-model of interest given in (1)- (3). It is useful to re-express the model in terms of U t = log S t , so that after applying Itô's formula:
Conditionally on (Z, θ), thus also on the driving B H , the log-process U does satisfy the Markov property. From the specification of the model, we have that:
for 1 ≤ k ≤ n and Y 0 ≡ U 0 , with mean and variance parameters:
From (10), it is trivial to write down the expression for p(Y | B H , θ). In practice, all continuous-time paths will be replaced by N -dimensional vectors over the discrete-time instances {iδ} N i=1 . Thus, recalling the deterministic mappings:
arising in the Davies and Harte method, the expression for p(Y |B H , θ) implied by (10), after taking products over k = 1, 2, . . . , n, in continuous-time will provide an expression for
is provided in the Appendix. To avoid cumbersome expressions, we will henceforth assume the following expression for the target distribution:
where, following (9), we have defined:
In the next Section we describe an efficient MCMC sampler tailored to the sampling task of the high-dimensional target posterior in (11).
An Efficient MCMC Sampler
We will be using an HMC sampler for sampling from the joint posterior distribution of Z, θ in (11). The standard version of HMC was introduced in [14] .
Here, we will call upon an advanced version, tailored to the structure of the highdimensional target distributions we are dealing with in our context. The method is closely related to the algorithms developed in [3, 4] for efficient sampling of distributions defined as a change of measure from Gaussian laws in infinite dimensions. The works in [3, 4] illustrate the mesh-free mixing property of the algorithms in the context of distributions of diffusion paths driven by BM. In the context of this paper, the algorithm will be extended to also take under consideration the involved parameters and the different set-up with a product of standard Gaussians as the high-dimensional Gaussian reference measure.
We begin with the description of the Hamiltonian dynamics upon which HMC is based. The state space is extended via an auxiliary 'velocity'
can be thought of as 'location'. We consider the 'total energy' function:
for a user-specified positive-definite 'mass' matrix M , consisted by the 'potential' Φ(x) + 
Note that under Q N (x, v) we have v ∼ N (0, M −1 ). The Hamiltonian dynamics on R 2N +q express preservation of energy and are defined as follows:
which in our context, are equivalent to:
In a probabilistic context, the solution of the Hamiltonian equations leave the target Q N (x, v) invariant. The proof under regularity conditions (see e.g. [14] ) is straightforward and based on the fact that the solution operator of the differential equations (15) is volume/energy preserving.
In general, a good choice for the mass matrix is one that resembles the inverse of the covariance structure of the target distribution. In the case of a Gaussian target, choosing as mass matrix the inverse of the covariance of the target corresponds to transforming the target to iid standard Gaussians. In our context, we will chose a particular structure for the mass matrix, guided by the prior structure of (z, θ), that is:
Under this selection, we can rewrite the Hamiltonian equations in (15) as follows
Remark 1. The choice of the mass matrix M is a critical aspect for the properties of the final algorithm.
(a) The choice of I 2N for the upper-left block of the mass matrix M is motivated by the prior distribution for Z. Indeed, had the target distribution been that of 2N iid standard Gaussians, this choice would be clearly optimal. A related idea here is that the individual elements Z k of Z correspond to the coefficients in a Fourier expansion, thus it is expected that the data will be mostly informative about the low frequencies, i.e. a small fraction of Z k 's at the top of the vector, with the high frequencies being a-posteriori close to their prior specification. Thus the choice of I 2N for a part of M in (16) is nearly optimal for a large part of the high-dimensional vector Z. (c) More advanced procedures could involve better adjusting the mass matrix to the different scales and correlation structure of θ (maybe also adjoined by the a small part of Z corresponding to low frequencies in the Fourier transform); in practice this could be based on preliminary runnings of the algorithm or an adaptive MCMC procedure or even recent Riemannian manifold methods ( [16] ) using the Fisher information (or its observed version). We will not go into such directions in the paper, as even a less contrived (and computationally cheaper) choice of M will give efficient methods.
Standard HMC
The standard HMC algorithm developed in [14] discretises the Hamiltonian equations (15) via a leapfrog scheme:
giving rise to an operator:
which is volume-preserving, with the symmetricity property:
HMC looks at Hamiltonian dynamics up to some time horizon T > 0, via the synthesis of:
leapfrog steps, so we define ψ I h to be the synthesis of I mappings ψ h . The standard HMC is given in Table 1 (P x denotes projection on the x-argument). Due to the properties of the leapfrog operator mentioned above, it is easy to verify ( [14] ) that under regulatory conditions the employed acceptance probability provides Markov dynamics with invariant distribution Π N (x) in (11).
Advanced HMC
Applying the standard HMC algorithm in Table 1 would provide an algorithm for which the proposal x would become an increasingly inappropriate candidate for a sample from the target for increasing N ( [3] ); thus, the acceptance probability would vanish with increasing N , assuming parameters h, T were kept fixed. The results in [5] suggest that one must decrease the step-size h as O(N −1/4 ) to control the acceptance probability for increasing N . The advanced HMC algorithm avoids this degeneracy by exploiting the definition of the target as a change of measure from a Gaussian law and employing a splitting technique for the discretisation of the Hamiltonian equations. The development below is related to the approach in [3] where now the driving noise is due to an fBM (thus, equivalently, due to a number of iid standard Gaussians) instead of a BM and the vector of interest x also involves some important parameters of interest (whereas in [3] it only involved the posterior for the latent Brownian path). The above considerations have important practical implications, as the advanced HMC will turn out to be extremely more Standard HMC: (i) Start with an initial value x (0) ∈ R 2N +q and set k = 0.
(ii) Given x (k) sample v (k) ∼ N (0, M −1 ) and propose:
(iii) Calculate the acceptance probability
(iv) Set x (k+1) = x with probability a; otherwise set
(v) Set k → k + 1 and go to (ii). 
efficient than it's standard version in the high-dimensional numerical applications in the next section. Hamiltonian equations (17) are split into the following two equations:
Notice that both equations can be solved analytically. We construct a numerical integrator for (17) by synthesizing steps on (21) and (22) . Analytically, we define the solution operators of (21) and (22):
The numerical integrator for (15) is defined as follows:
for small h > 0. We can synthesize steps up to some time horizon T . Defining I as in (19) , Ψ I h will correspond to the synthesis of I steps Ψ h and will provide the proposal for an MCMC step. Notice that Ψ h is a volume-preserving operator (as the synthesis of volume-preserving operators); then it is an easy exercise to also illustrate, for (x h , v h ) = Ψ h (x 0 , v 0 ), the symmetricity property:
As a consequence of the volume-preserving and this symmetricity property, the acceptance probability will have the same expression as with the standard HMC. The complete advanced HMC algorithm is shown in Table 3 .
Advanced HMC:
and propose
(iv) Set x (k+1) = x with probability a; otherwise set x (k+1) = x (k) .
3.3 Well-Definition of Advanced HMC when N = ∞.
As already noted, an important property of advanced HMC is it's mesh-free mixing time: for fixed h, T > 0, as N increases the convergence/mixing properties of the Markov chain will not deteriorate. To illustrate this, we will briefly show in this section that there is a well-defined algorithm in the limit N = ∞. The construction has many similarities with the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [4] , but the difference is that we now work with fBM (instead of BM) and our advanced HMC method updates jointly latent path and model parameters.
In the context of this section, we will assume that in fact z ∈ R ∞ , and that the distribution of interest corresponds to Π N in (9) or (11) for N = ∞, denoted now by Π. Thus, our target Π can be thought of as defined on the infinite-dimensional space:
(equipped with the relevant Borel σ-algebra) via the change of measure:
for a function Φ : H → R. Also, We will need the infinite-dimensional vector of partial derivatives ∇Φ : H → H. Then, the velocity v = (v z , v θ ) will also lie in the same space, v ∈ H, and the mass matrix M , specified in (16) for finite dimension, will now have the infinite-dimensional identity matrix I ∞ at it's upper-left block instead of I 2N . This, gives rise to the infinite-dimensional analogue of the bivariate target Q N (dx, dv) in (14), now denoted by Q(dx, dv). Accordingly, we now have
The main idea here is that, under a condition on ∇Φ, the leapfrog mapping Ψ h in (25) projects (x 0 , v 0 ) ∼ Q to (x h , v h ) having a distribution which is absolutely continuous with respect to Q, an attribute that implies existence of a non-zero acceptance probability when N = ∞. This is apparent for stepΞ h in (24) , as it performs a rotation in the (z, v z )-space which is invariant for
, thus the overall step will preserve the absolute continuity properties of Q(dx, dv). Then, for step Ξ h/2 in (23), the gradient ∇ z Φ(z, θ) needs to be in the Cameron-Martin space of
to preserve the absolute continuity properties of the v-marginal Q(dv). This Cameron-Martin space is the 2 space of squared summable infinite vectors 2 (see for instance Chapter 2 of [12] ). In contrast, for the standard HMC leapfrog mapping in (18) , one can even consider the simple case when Φ(x) = const., so that ∇Φ ≡ 0, to see that, immediately from the first step, a input sample from the target Q gets projected to a variable with a law which is singular with respect to Q when N = ∞, thus will have zero acceptance probability.
To provide a formal result, we begin by defining the following reference measure on the joint (x, v)-space:
so that the joint target is:
We also consider the sequence of probability measures on H × H:
corresponding precisely to the push-forward projection flow of the target measure Q(dx, dv) under application of the leapfrog mappings. Also, for given (x 0 , v 0 ) we will write (x i , v i ) = Ψ i h (x 0 , v 0 ). Note that the difference in the energy ∆H(x 0 , v 0 ) appearing in the statement of our proposition below is still defined as ∆H(x 0 , v 0 ) = H(x I , v I ; M ) − H(x 0 , v 0 ; M ) for the energy function in (13) with the apparent extension of the involved inner product on R ∞ . Note that even if H(x 0 , v 0 ; M ) = ∞ on it's own with probability 1, the difference ∆H(x 0 , v 0 ) does not explode as implied by the statement itself of the proposition and the analytic expression for the density in part (i) of the proposition given in the proof in the Appendix. Proposition 1. Assume that for (z, θ) Q 0 -a.e., we have ∇ z Φ(z, θ) ∈ 2 . Then: i) Q (I) is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Q 0 with probability density:
ii) The Markov chain with transition dynamics (for current position x 0 ∈ H):
Proof. It follows the approach of Theorem 3.1 in [4] and is given in the Appendix.
Remark 2. With regards to the assumption ∇ z Φ(z, θ) ∈ 2 , Q 0 -a.e., to connect with the finite-dimensional algorithm applied in practice, one could try to show that the practical algorithm corresponds to a finite-dimensional projection (e.g. after applying finite-difference approximation) of an algorithm in theory defined on H for which the regularity condition is indeed satisfied. This is the approach we followed for BM-driven diffusion bridges in [4] . We will not pursue that in this work, as it would require a quite substantial number of tedious but otherwise not-interesting algebraic calculations (one looks at the practical algorithm for increasing dimension to form the infinite-dimensional one). We believe that Proposition 1 already highlights the structurally important mesh-free property of the advanced HMC method. We will only mention that the intuition for why such a summability condition might hold (maybe under some regularity conditions on the functions involved in the specification of the algorithm) is that the data possess a finite amount of information for the Z-vector, thus after a large enough number of co-ordinates the partial derivatives will be diminishing towards zero.
Fractional Stochastic Volatility models 4.1 Data and Model
In order to illustrate the algorithm and assess its performance, we apply in this section the algorithm to the fractional SV model of [11, 8, 9] :
Thus, the volatility is modeled via the well-studied fractional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. As mentioned earlier we incorporate the 'leverage' parameter ρ to our parameter vector θ as well as µ X that appears in [9] . Moreover, we extend the range of H ∈ (0, 1) thus allowing for long, medium and short range dependence as opposed to previous literature who restricted attention to H ∈ (1/2, 1). In the case where the available data consist of direct observations on S t , the model is specified by (11) and (10) where the algorithm of Section 3 can be applied. We also consider an alternative type of dataset consisting of volatility proxies constructed from option prices, in addition to the observations of S t . In [1] , the VIX index was used to construct proxies for the volatility. They initially considered a simple approach (unadjusted proxy) by using VIX directly to obtain σ S (X t ) and therefore X t . In addition to the unadjusted proxy, an adjusted version (integrated volatility proxy) was also considered by making the assumption that the pricing measure has a linear drift and using Fubini's theorem; see also [25] . In the Bayesian setting, the integrated volatility proxy was also used by [21] and [29] to provide observations of σ S (X t ) where the authors incorporated additional measurement error. In the following applications we take a rather simplified approach to illustrate the proposed the methodology, and use the unadjusted volatility proxy as a noisy measurement device for σ S (X t ). This is done for two reasons. First, our focus lies mainly on exploring the behaviour of our algorithm under a different observation regime (noisy observations) and we don't want to introduce additional subject-specific considerations such as making assumptions on the pricing measure. Second, the difference between the two approaches is often negligible, see for example the relevant simulation experiments in [1] for the Heston model, and can possibly be omitted (or left to the error term) in order to avoid introducing additional complexity. We do note however that the approaches of [21, 29] can be implemented under our framework and, more generally, the problem of combining option and asset prices needs to be investigated further even in the context of diffusion driven models. We are currently working towards this direction.
The additional noisy observations corresponding to the VIX data, are denoted by Y x k and are assumed to provide information on X t k via the model below:
Note that in the Appendix we give the details for the calculation of p N (Y |Z, θ) and the derivatives ∇ Z p N (Y |Z, θ), ∇ θ p N (Y |Z, θ) only for the case when data Y is as in (4), i.e. direct observations of the price process U t , as including also the terms due to the extra data in (29) is fairly trivial. In order to carry out Bayesian inference, the model is completed with priors that were chosen according to related literature on diffusion driven SV models, such as [7] . Note that in all applications in the sequel we considered daily data over a year, thus corresponding to n = 252 time instances when observations where collected. A vague uniform prior distribution between 1 and 100 days −1 was chosen for κ. The prior distribution for µ X has been defined as a normal density with 95% credible interval spanning between the minimum and maximum simulated volatility values or the real VIX observations when these are used, over the entire period under consideration. A standard inverse gamma distribution was used to define the prior of σ 2 X , with shape and scale parameters α = 2 and β = α × 0.03 × √ 252 respectively. Vague priors were chosen for the remaining parameters, namely uniform distribution between (0, 1) and (−1, 1) for H and ρ respectively and N (0, 10 6 ) for µ.
We also note that parameter τ was assumed to be known. This parameter controls the weight placed to the volatility proxies in order to create a weighted averaged volatility measurement combining information from asset and option prices. We have therefore treated this as a user-specified parameter that can be chosen on the basis of additional considerations relevant to the application at hand. If needed it is possible to estimate this parameter using the algorithm of this paper, although according to our experience this has a small effect to the performance of the MCMC sampler. We set τ = 0.05 based on an estimate obtained by a preliminary run of the full model to S&P500 / VIX data. Also, in all cases we used discretisation increment δ = 0.1 for the Euler approximation of the continuous-time SDEs, thus the dimension of the latent variable Z was 2N = 2 × 252 × 10 = 5, 040.
The analysis based on the data including S&P500 prices only, resulted in a posterior that is centered around values H < 1/2. Hence, despite the somewhat exploratory nature of the unadjusted volatility proxies approach, the estimation based on the joint S&P500/VIX series allowed us to get a rough idea on whether the evidence in option prices suggests otherwise; in fact it doesn't as both sources of data suggest medium range dependence. It is certainly worth further investigating this issue, e.g. by clarifying the effect of the selected model, but we should note for now that some empirical evidence, independent of the model selection, from the VIX data we have used in our simulations, see Fig.3 below, do also seem to give some preliminary evidence of negative correlation. Of course, there are many cases when long memory has been empirically verified to characterize fBM-driven models (see e.g. Chapter 1 of [26] and the references therein) and our methods certainly are relevant also to these cases.
Illustration to Simulated Data
We first apply the advanced HMC algorithm in Table 3 , jointly updating (Z, θ), to simulated data. We generated 250 observations from the model (28), corresponding roughly to a year of data. We then considered two datasets: i) Dataset Sim-A: with 250 daily observations on S t only, as in (4).
ii) Dataset Sim-B: with additional daily observations on X t for the same time period contaminated with measurement errors as in (29) . Tables 4 and 5 show posterior estimates (such 95% credible intervals, mean and median) obtained from running advanced HMC for Datasets Sim-A and Sim-B respectively, together with the true parameter values. The true parameters were chosen to be similar with those in previous analyses on the S&P500/VIX indices based on diffusion-driven SV models ( [1, 7] ) and the ones we found ourselves from the real data analysis in the sequel. For both Datasets, we repeated the procedure for three different values of H (i.e. 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7) corresponding to negative autocorrelation, independence and positive autocorrelation at the fBM increments. The advanced HMC algorithm updated paths and parameters jointly in a single block, and consisted of respectively 30 and 50 leapfrog steps for Datasets Sim-A and Sim-B. The value of h was tuned to achieve an average acceptance rate of around 70%: it was set to 0.03 and 0.01 for Datasets Sim-A and Sim-B respectively. MCMC traceplots for the case H = 0.3 for Datasets Sim-A and Sim-B are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . We did not notice substantial difference for H = 0.5 and H = 0.7, so we do not provide the corresponding traceplots for space considerations. Overall, the mixing of the chain appears to be quite good considering the complexity of the model. More details on this are provided in Section 4.4.
In the case of Dataset Sim-A, the results in Table 4 show reasonable agreement between posterior distribution and true parameter values, with the true values being within the 95% credible intervals in all but two cases. More interestingly, though, most of the credible intervals are quite wide reflecting the limited number of data or the small amount of information in Dataset Sim-A for particular parameters. For the Hurst parameter in particular, in the case of negatively autocorrelated increments, the output clearly suggests a value of H below 0.5, in contrast to the case of H = 0.5 or H = 0.7 when observations from the price process seem to contain very small amount of information for H.
In the case of Dataset Sim-B, the posterior is now much more informative for all parameters. The 95% credible intervals contain the true values in all cases and are much narrower making it possible to produce accurate estimates of H when the true value is below, equal or above 0.5.
Posterior summaries

Model
Parameter 
Real-Data from S&P500/VIX
In this section we apply the advanced HMC algorithm to data from the S&P500 index. Notice that Figure 3 examines autocorrelations for the values of the VIX index, transformed to the scale of X as a rough proxy for this process. Of course, these data utilise information from a different source, i.e. option prices on the S&P500, so there is no guarantee that there will be strict agreement with the information on the volatility contained in the S&P500 values. Nevertheless it is Table 5 : Posterior summaries for the model parameters as obtained from applying advanced HMC on the posterior distribution from Dataset Sim-B.
useful to contrast these two sources of information, regarding the memory properties of the volatility in particular. We consider VIX values since 1990 in an attempt to obtain a bigger picture regarding the behaviour of the series. A very interesting empirical characteristic is obtained when we examine the autocorrelation of the increments of the log-VIX values as they appear to exhibit negative autocorrelation at the first lags. The fractional SV model considered in this paper provides a natural parametric model for such observed negative autocorrelations. In this case one would expect a value H < 0.5 that would deviate from a BMdriven SV model. In fact it is not possible to reproduce such autocorrelation plots, at this range of parameter values and at that sampling frequency, when drawing from BM-driven SV models, suggesting that a fBM-driven approach would be interesting.
We fitted model (28) to daily data using advanced HMC algorithm in Table 3 Table 5 with true Hurst parameter value H = 0.3. Execution time was this time about 7 hours (due using more leapfrog steps (i.e. 50) compared to Dataset Sim-A (i.e. 30)).
to sample from the related posterior. As with the simulations in Section 4.2, we considered two types of datasets: Tables 6 and 7 show posterior estimates obtained after applying our advanced HMC algorithm to the posterior distribution corresponding to Dataset A and B respectively. In all cases the posterior distribution of H is concentrated well below 0.5 thus confirming the empirical evidence of Figure 3 . Looking closer at Table  7 , we note that the period after the crisis seems to be associated with higher negative autocorrelation (lower values of H) as well as a higher level of volatility. It is also worth mentioning that the value of ρ is consistently negative suggesting the presence of a leverage effect. 
Comparison of Different HMC Implementations
The previous results have been obtained by updating jointly the paths and parameters of the model with the advanced version of the HMC (referred to as aHMC in the tables that follow). We now compare the performance of this algorithm to the Gibbs version of the advanced HMC, in which paths and parameters are updated alternatively. In addition, we compare the performance of the advanced HMC with standard HMC [14] . In each case, the same mass matrix is utilised, determined from the empirical covariance of previous explorations of the posterior density. The number of leapfrogs is set to 30 and 50 on Datasets Sim-A and Sim-B respectively. The integration time step for the Hamiltonian equations is set to 0.03 and 0.01 in the Joint and Gibbs versions of the advanced HMC. It had to be decreased to 0.0003 and 0.0002 for the standard HMC to achieve an acceptance rate over 70%, fact that provides an initial evidence that the performance of standard HMC is not as good as in the advanced HMC versions. The computation time of each iteration, in each of the three implementations, is similar. One iteration takes between 1.84 and 1.86 seconds on Dataset Sim-A, using 30 leapfrog steps. On Dataset Sim-B, iterations take between 2.95 and 2.98 seconds, due to an increased number of leapfrog steps. One way to assess the different performances of each algorithm is the Effective Sample Size (ESS), computed as in [15] from the lagged autocorrelations of the traceplots. We focus on the minimum ESS over the different components of θ and Z as an overall measure for the sampling efficiency of the algorithm, linking to the the percentage out of the total MCMC draws that can be considered as independent draws from the posterior.
In each case, the sampling efficiency over parameters is lower than the one over path components. The comparison of the Joint and Gibbs versions of the advanced HMC provides further insight. The Joint version is respectively 2.16 and 30.4 times more efficient than its Gibbs counterpart, illustrating the effect of the strong posterior correlation between Z and θ. This correlation increases significantly when noisy observations of the volatility path are introduced. This correlation is due to the data since, given our construction, these two components are a-priori independent.
These simulations illustrate the gain provided by the advanced implementation of the HMC algorithm over its standard counterpart. A factor 22.5 and 45.0 is respectively observed on Datasets Sim-A and Sim-B, due to the necessary decrease in the integration horizon of standard HMC to maintain a 70% acceptance rate.
Summary and Further Directions
In this paper we have developed a Bayesian inference methodology for SDE models driven by fBM and applied our advanced version of the HMC algorithm to tackle the computationally challenging task of their estimation. Such a modeling structure allows for the presence of memory that can be observed in various applications including the volatility of asset prices and indices such as the S&P500. As a prototypical example, we therefore considered the class of fractional SV models and applied the advanced version of the HMC algorithm to carry out Bayesian inference for real and simulated data. The developed HMC algorithm performed very well and provides, to our knowledge, one of the few options for routine Bayesian likelihood-based estimation in the context of discretely observed fBM-driven diffusion processes. A conclusion here is that current computational capabilities together with algorithmic innovation have provided tools that can now allow practitioners to experiment with non-Markovian model structures in the form of fBM-driven SDEs, in generic non-linear contexts.
Thinking of the generality and scope of our research, we can make the following remarks:
Direct Observations: We have assumed existence of a non-trivial (Lebesgue) density for the observations given the latent fBM path and the parameters. This will not be the case when the data correspond to direct observations of the fBM-driven SDE (in our numerical applications, the observations on the volatility included some error). In such a scenario, to extend our approach (and similarly to the case for algorithms for standard BM-driven SDEs) we will need to develop a framework for bridges (i.e. paths conditioned on hitting the data) for the fBM-driven SDEs, and work with their mathematical properties.
Further Advancing the HMC dynamics: A very interesting direction of investigation involves combining the advanced HMC algorithm in this paper (giving emphasis to computational robustness in high dimensions) with recent Riemannian manifold HMC methods [16] allowing for automation at the specification of the mass matrix and efficient HMC transitions on parametric distributions with highly irregular contour structure.
Gaussian Processes Beyond fBM: Our algorithmic framework can also be applied for models when the latent variables correspond to general stationary Gaussian processes, as the initial Davies and Harte transform and all other steps in the development of our method can be carried forward in this context.
Applications of the fractional SV models: It is of great interest to see the implication of the fractional SV model in pricing, especially for values of H < 1/2. Moreover, the problem of joint estimation of the physical and pricing measure based on asset and option prices can be studied in more depth, even in the case of diffusion SV models, and certainly to the case of fractional BM.
The authors of this paper are currently pursuing research in all above directions. Finally, another interesting direction can involve Bayesian parametric inference for generalised Langevin Equations with fractional noise, with such models arising in applications in physics and biology (see e.g. [23] ). discretisation scheme for the SV-process X. Analytically, due to the self-similarity property of the fBm:
for any c > 0, thus we have B H iδ − B H (i−1)δ = δ H G(i), and the Euler approximation of X writes as follows:
for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . It remains to also discretise the likelihood factors p(Y k |Y k−1 , B H , θ) in (10). For 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and j k = t k /δ , we find:
Thus, denoting by Φ(·; µ, v) the probability density function of a normal distribution with mean µ ∈ R and variance v > 0, the required likelihood term is:
One needs to apply the chain rule over the composition of deterministic mappings:
taking care so that unnecessary costs are not added to the calculations. It will be useful to separate the parameters here:
From the chain rule we get immediately that:
where we have set:
The exact calculation of the derivatives for the last step of the hierarchy in the model:
is particular for the likelihood expression (conditionally on the latent process X) of the SV model and is given later in Appendix B.1. We give now the derivatives over the other steps in the chain, that could also be relevant for fBM-driven diffusion models beyond the SV setup. We start from dG N /dZ. Recall the Euler approximation of X in (30) . Setting:
, for 1 ≤ j ≤ N , one can immediately obtain the following:
Then, following Davies and Harte algorithm in Section 2, we have:
where P 1:N,1:(2N ) denotes projection of the (2N ) × (2N )-dimensional input matrix to it's first N rows. The N rows of dX/dζ are obtained recursively via the Euler scheme (30) starting from:
and proceeding as follows for i = 2, . . . , N :
Finally, following the Davies and Harte method, we have that:
dG N dH = P 1:N,1:(2N ) P dΛ
Thus, upon recalling the expression in (8) for the 2N elements {λ k } 2N −1 k=0 of the diagonal matrix Λ H , we calculate:
The remaining derivatives dc 0,j /dH are easy to obtain via g . (k)/dH where g(·) are the lagged autocovariances of fGn in (7) . From there, we have that:
2 log(δ)(2 2H−1 − 1) + log(2)2 2H , k = 1 ; 2 log(δ)(
Notice that calculation of dG N /dH requires O(N log N ) operations using FFT.
B.1 Calculation of ∇ X log p N (Y |X, θ y ) and ∇ θy log p N (Y |X, θ y )
We now give the derivatives for the log-likelihood (given latent variables) of the adopted fractional SV model. The expressions correspond to the case of observing the price only, but can be easily adapted to the case of additional noisy volatility observations. Working with expression (31), with p N (Y |Z, θ) now viewed as a function of (X, θ y ), thus expressed now as p N (Y |X, θ y ), we obtain the following:
with the gradient terms, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
Finally, for ∇ θy p(Y |X, θ y ) one can use again expression (33), but with the gradient terms now being w.r.t. θ y , so that in this case:
∇ θy V k,N = 0 , −2ρ
σ S (X i−1 ) 2 δ .
C Proof of Proposition 1
The proof of (i) is based on obtaining a recursive formula for the Radon-Nikodym derivatives dQ (i) /dQ 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , I. We set:
where recall that A = diag{a i : 1 ≤ i ≤ q}. We also set:
From the definition of Ψ h from (25), we have the following recursion for probability measures:
h/2 . We will need the following result. Given the assumption ∇ z Φ(z, θ) ∈ 2 , Q 0 -a.e, we have that Q 0 • Ξ 
Note that the inner products (and the related norm) are defined on H = R ∞ ×R in the standard way, i.e. for a = (a i )
, we have that a, b = ∞ i=1 a i b i . The stated assumption in ∇ z Φ(z, θ) guarantees that the inner products appearing in the density will converge. Otherwise, since x is fixed under Ξ h/2 , the result is simply the limit of the finite-dimensional densities of two Gaussian laws with identity covariance matrices and different means, see Proposition 2.20 of [12] .
Thus, we have that:
Notice now that Q 0 •Ξ −1
h ≡ Q 0 , as mappingΞ h will rotate the infinite-dimensional products of iid standard Gaussian for the z, v z -components of Q 0 (thus will preserve them) and will translate the Lebesque measure for the θ-component, thus will also preserve it. Upon noticing also that (Ξ h/2 as in the calculations in (35) and used again the density in (34). Thus, recalling also the explicit expression for Ξ h/2 , overall we have shown that:
From this point on one can follow precisely the steps in Section 3. 
This completes the proof of part (i) of the Proposition. Given this, the proof of part (ii) follows precisely as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [4] .
